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Title word cross-reference

\[ \Delta \text{[TC18]}. k \text{[BBC}+\text{19, GEG}+\text{08, MKGV07, MM12].} L \text{[MKGV07].} N \text{[ML15, CBRB09].} \]

- anonymity [MKGV07]. -ary [CBRB09].
- center [GEG+08]. -diversity [MKGV07].
- Means [MM12].


ABRA [RU18]. Accuracy [MM12]. Accurate [LNG18, LJK18, SHF18, YWDP16, Kor10].
Adversarial [DKSL18]. Advice [HHZ+18]. Against [AKM17]. Aggregated [HYYQ15].
aggregation [GMT07]. Agnostic [WJR+10]. Air [WSDL19, XZSY19].
Algorithm
Algorithms [AK15, AKM20, BGSW13, CCV19, CPC10, DA18, GBGL20, GJ16, LCCM19, ME11, SHF18, SGCH19, WZL+16, BBCG10, GEG+08, ZZW09]. Alignment [BGSW13, MAHT18]. Alleviate [CC19]. Allocation [ZH16, CT14, GEG]. Applications [AHGA14, GBGL20, LYWL12, LSF18, LAN+18, LZF+15, LWG+16, NWW+20, STD+18, WQZ+16, XL15, YHL15, ZZYY16, ZCZQ19, CRST09, DD09, DAR09, GEG+08, LNR08, LTN+08, STP+08, ZLT09].

Anomalies [CNZ+17, PA18]. Anomalous [CYT+17, WWHW19]. Anomaly [Ang20, GJDX14, HQYY14, KBR+16, LNG18, LTN12, LCN14, RA16, SFDW19, WJR+10, YHL15]. anonymity [MKGV07]. Anonymization [MFHL10]. Anonymized [WFW+11, LNR08]. anonymizing [CGL18].


background [KUU10]. Badges [KHTR18]. Balance [CZY11]. Balancing [IKK19, KCL+20]. Based [AF13, BHW+17, BBK19, CWF+13, CLG+19, FCWQ17, GZXF16, HZZ+15, HSS+17, HQYY14, HYQQ15, HCC+18, HXY+19, HF12, KN18, LGY+19, LT18, LTZ12, LZD16, MDV11, MM12, WSZZ14, WQZ+16, YCC+15, YTW+16, ZLT+15, ZZYY16, ZWG+19, ZFWC18, ZL15, ZPC+16, AF09, APU09, DA19, DD09, HG+08, II08, KKZ09, LTN+08, TC09, WND+09, WCL19, ZCS10].


[AKM17, TDLM19]. Best
[Agg17, WL16, GSTC12]. between
[CZY11, MYB19, Web10]. Betweenness
[RU18]. Beyond [BCK18, MKGV07]. Big
[AKM20, CTZ16, RCM13, SGCH19,
TWC016, YWDP16]. BigChat [TWC016].
Binary [DSL14, LV18]. bioinformatics
[ZKYW08]. biological [JMR08].
Biomedical [CTZ16, SMA08]. Bipartite
[WQZ16]. Birth [MHKG19]. Birthday
[JS15]. BISC [CX10]. bitmap [CX10].
Blocking [KSM09, YLW19, dVKCC11].
Blog [YWC16]. Bloom [dVKCC11].
Boltzmann [JSG19]. Boolean [MV14].
boost [Bal13]. Boosting [FH14].
Bootstrap [MM12]. Bounds [MSC19].
Brain [STD18]. Breaches [FWF11].
Bregman [GG08, ZZL15]. Browsing
[LGF10]. bubble [GG08]. Building [RA16].
Bundle [LFC17]. Bursty
[CFP19, XZWX18]. Buying [LFC17].
Buzz [CYOL16].

Cache [TAJY17]. Cache-Conscious
[TAJY17]. Call [YZH18]. Camouflage
[HSS17]. Can [FWF11]. Cancer
[XKH16]. CANDECOMP [PFS15].
candidate [THD18]. Cannot [YHC12].
Capture [MNK18]. Car [HX19].
Cardinality [AT17]. Cascade
[XZWX18, AGHN13]. CASIN [CT14].
Catching [JCB16]. Categorical [IPM12].
Category [ZCZQ19]. Causal [CNZ17].
center [GEG08]. Centrality
[BBC19, CDSV16, RU18, SKS17].
Centralized [MFL10]. Centric [RTM18].
CFOF [Ang20]. CGC [CGZW16]. Chain
[CCLZ18]. Chains [WSM18]. Chameleon
[BBK19]. Change [JYD19, CBLH12].
Change-Points [JYD19]. Changes [TC18].
Characterization [WZL15]. Characterizing
[MRTW19, AP09]. Chernoff [PSV13]. Chinese [YWC16].
CHIRP [WAD12]. Choices [LWG16].

Chromatic [BGG15]. Churner [Row16].
ciForager [CBLH12]. Circles
[BGC14, ML14]. Classes [WYWY19].
Classification [AGHN13, AF13, BSH15,
BAMK18, DPDG18, FH14, FY15, IK19,
JV20, JLD19, JDE12, LV18, LTB18,
MA16, WSSZ14, WNH15, XZ19, YHCL12,
YDS15, JYTY10, LT19, MWF08].
Classifier [BC18, Dor19, JV20, WAD12].
Classifiers [AGH14]. ClassiNet
[BAMK18]. cliques [JP09]. Closed
[CRRB09]. Closeness [BBC19, CDSV16].
Closure [HDT18, LTH13]. Cluster
[JYD19, KBR16, DAR09, GEG08,
LQW18]. Clustered [CGL18]. Clusterers
[AGH14]. Clustering
[BBK19, BGWSB19, BGJV12, BGG15,
CMZS15, CY11, CGZW16, DA18, DA19,
GMT07, GWZZ17, HYYQ15, IPM12,
KKZ09, LQW18, LHK18, LF18, MDV11,
MM12, MHS20, PGR18, PTR16, PKH17,
SMK18, SYD16, SNH13, TLL19,
VSV15, WZL11, WSR18, WCS18,
XZLY12, XKW14, ZZZ15, ZZYY16,
ZLD14, ZL15, ZH16, BFPP07, CSZ09,
DG10, GG08, HGV08, TC09, WND09].
Clustering-based [DA19]. clusterings
[CDF10]. clusters [GG08, KU10]. Co
[CGZW16, ZH16, DG10]. Co-Clustering
[ZH16, DG10]. Co-Regularized [CGZW16].
Codes [WLC17]. Coevolving [AK15].
Cold [CC19, ML15]. Cold-Start [ML15].
collaborations [AMIL13]. Collaborative
[CTX17, Dor19, HD18, Kor10].
Collections [RBBV18]. Collective
[BG07, DM12, LTB18, NLG16].
Combination [TYYZ10]. Combining
[AGH14, GWZZ17]. comeNgo [ZCF17].
Commerce [XML18]. Communication
[FVA15]. Communities
[BWD10, CRGP14, CO18, LPK15, PA18,
SH15, KU10, LCZ09, MS09].
Community
[BHW17, BB17, CSG16, DA18, HSBH19,
LHK$^+$18, LSS$^+$11, NLZH20, PPDSBLP16, RRKR18, Row16, ASHK14, ALB09.

**Correlation** [PFTR16]. Comparing [MAHT18].

**Competitive** [YTL18]. Competitiveness [WQZ$^+$16]. **Complem**ents [ZWG$^+$19].

**Compositional** [JMR08]. Comprehensive [II08].

**Compressive** [SZLP16]. Computing [KT09].

**Context**-Dependent [Bal13]. **Context-Aware** [ASFK17].

**Core** [GBGL20, LZD16]. **Correct** [BG09].

**Correlation** [MMM16]. **Correlated** [CLG$^+$19]. **Correction** [CBLH12].

**Correlation** [BBG$^+$15, DGL$^+$14, WLC$^+$17, KKKZ09]. **Correlations** [CNZ$^+$17, SFP10, SJR08].

**Corruption** [ZLZ$^+$19]. **Cost** [HO14, CRST09, VAD10]. cost-effective [CRST09]. **Cost-Sensitive** [HO14, VAD10].

**COTE** [LTB18]. Counting [AKM02, BCK$^+$18, DERU17, LJK18, BBCG10, CX10]. Counts [CL18, JSP15].

**Coupled** [MHS20, WCS$^+$18]. Covariance [BG16]. covering [WAD12]. CPU [YLL19].

**Criteria** [HGV$^+$08]. Cross [BGJV12, CTX$^+$17, ML15, WNH15, JP09].

**Cross-Dependency** [CTX$^+$17]. Cross-Domain [ML15]. cross-graph [JP09].


**Crowds** [WYX$^+$16]. Crowdsourcing [ZYH19]. CSNL [Vad10]. **CT** [LSZ$^+$19].

**Cube** [KN18]. **Customer** [LWW18]. Cyber [TYG$^+$15]. Cyber-Physical [TYG$^+$15].

**Cyclic** [LZD16].

**Data** [AOEM17, ABSP$^+$18, AT17, AF13, BMTT18, BLW14, BC18, CMZS15, CKC$^+$18, CTZ16, DGL$^+$14, DGB16, EGT14, GZXF16, HH19, HXY$^+$19, IPM12, KN18, KRK19, KBR$^+$16, LYG$^+$19, LK15, LGF10, LCN14, LCLL17, MFHL10, QST18, RCM$^+$13, RKC19, RPT10, SBRE14, SGCH19, SLTA11, TL14, TYG$^+$15, TAJY17, TWCO16, THB18, VSV15, WCL$^+$18, WFW$^+$11, YHMY17, XML18, XKH$^+$16, XSY19, YHCL12, YWDP16, YT$^+$16, ZJL$^+$14, ZP15, ZH16, vLCV$^+$18, vLCV$^+$19, BG07, CCC09, CKMS08, DG10, GEG$^+$08, GMMT07, KRPS12, KZZ09, MVT12, MWF08, TC09, VCKP08, WND$^+$09, ZLT09].

**Data-Aware** [ZP15]. Data-Driven [XML18]. Database [GZXF16, MMMJ16].

**databases** [CRST09]. Dataset [SAS18, WYF$^+$17]. Datasets [LLW16, OGAB14, PGR18, WNC$^+$18, AF09, JMR08, SSK$^+$10]. **De-anonymizing** [CGL18]. **Death** [MKW19].

**Decentralized** [MSC$^+$19]. decision
Efficient [BHW+17, BBCG10, JSP15, LYWL12, LJK18, LHY16, MM12, RU14, WV14, YLK13, YZH+18, ZZW09, AF09, CXX10, HAKU+08, WC12]. Efficiently [WLR+14], ego [ML14]. Eigen [CTP+16]. Eigen-Optimization [CTP+16]. Elements [SSK+14]. Embedding [HLZH18, PZW+18, ZWG+19].

Embeddings [XJGZ+19]. Expanding [HDC07]. Exploiting [APU09, KT09, VFA+09]. Exploring [KL16]. Extrapolation [LC07].

Faces [HSS+17]. Factor [AF16, Kor10]. Factorization [CZH18, CCL18, HNHD14, LSS+11, LCF19, MV14, PKH+17, WLP18].


Features [BAMK18, GCL+19b, LW14, YDS+15].


Fourier [LW14]. Framework [AHGA14, BLW14, HLZH18, LT10, MM12, PFTR16, TYG+15, WLW+19, WJR+10, XKW+14, ZWG+19, ZLD14, ZYH19, ASHK14, APU09, DG10, GG+08, HG+08, JTYY10]. Fraud [HSS+17]. FraudDetecter [YZH+18].
Fraudulent [YZH+18]. Free
[Ang20, CZH18, BFPP07]. Frequent
[RU14, ZLT+15, CX10, GMSS13, HDC07,
JP09, MXC+07, THD+08, TVK10, ZCS10].
Friendly [Tat19]. Fukunaga [PSFV13].
Fully [DERU17]. Function
[KSV+16, YTH18]. Function-on-Function
[YTH18]. Functions [ES15]. Fused
[LCG+18].

G [BMTT18]. G-Roi [BMTT18]. game
[ZLT09]. Games [JSV+15]. Gaming
[JSV+15]. Gap [LYWL12, ZKCY07].
Gap-Constrained [LYWL12]. Gauge
[VMR17]. Gaussian [LCLL17]. GBAGC
[XKW+14]. gene [YCYJ08]. General
[HLZH18, XKW+14, ZLT+14].
Generalizing [AF16]. Generate [VFA+15].
Generating [Che18, WNC+18]. generation
[THD+08]. Generative [MHS20, XYZL12].
Generic [WSZZ14]. genome [ZZW09].
gene-wide [ZZW09]. Geographic
[FXG+16]. Geolocation [BPW+18].

Geometrically [BC18]. Geotagged
[BMTT18]. GLAD [YHL15]. Global
[DERU17]. glyco-biology [HAKU+08].
GOowe [BC18]. GPU [YLL19].
Gradient [AF16, WYG+17]. Grained
[XZSY19, ZFVC18]. GrammarViz
[SLW+18]. Graph [BH+17, BBK19,
CCV19, CCLZ18, CGZW16, CGL18, FH14,
GWZ17, HSS+17, JCB+16, KSV+16,
LKF07, LJK18, MNK18, NLG16, Pap15,
PHK+17, SKSC17, Tat19, WQZ+16,
XKW+14, YWR+19, YZH+18, JP09].

Graph-Based [BBK19, HSS+17].

Graph-Mining [YZH+18]. Graphlet
[CL18]. Graphs [ANK14, AKM20, BBC+19,
BGC14, CTP+16, CY11, DPDG18, EGT14,
KTA+11, LRGK+19, PA18, RU18, WZL+15,
APU09, CBLH12, KNV07]. Grassmann
[HLC19, WHG+18]. Greedly [CDSV16].

Grey [NGB18]. grid [TC09]. Group
[LCG+18, SFP10, SYLC16, SH15, TC18,
YHL15, ZCF+17, TLZ+08]. Groups
[LSZG19]. Growth [DM12]. GT [TC18].
Guarantees [BIPR13, RU14]. Guest
[EK12, TWC016, vLCV+19]. Guided
[BGJV12, LF18, SNH+13, THD+08].

HADI [KTA+11]. Hashing
[CSSP15, WSZ+16]. Head [WWW+16].
Head-Modifier [WWW+16]. Health
[TWC016]. Healthcare [MFHL10]. Heat
[HYYQ15]. heavy [CKMS08].
Heterogeneity [YYF+16]. Heterogeneous
[DPDG18, HLZH18, LAN+18, LSGZ19,
QCD+19, SBZR19, SNH+13, WSZ+16,
YTL18, ZL15, ZHS+19, HNH+13].
Heterogeneous-Length [QCD+19].

Heuristic [ZLT+19]. Hidden
[FCQW17, FSQ09, ZCS10]. Hierarchical
[CMZS15, CRGP14, GY15, LTB18, LWY16,
PZW+18, ZL14, CKMS08]. Hierarchies
[SCS14]. High [DBG16, MFHL10, PGR18,
WHMY17, WLT19, XKH+16, KKK09].

High-Dimensional
[MFHL10, PGR18, XKH+16, KKK09].
High-Speed [DBG16]. High-Utility
[WAD19]. hitters [CKMS08]. HIVE
[LTB18]. HIVE-COTE [LTB18]. HMM
[HCZ+14]. Housing [LYG+19]. Human
[AKM17, YWC+16]. Hybrid
[BPW+18, CMQ19]. hyperedges [WAD12].
hypercubes [AML13]. Hypothesis
[LZF+15].

ICU [WLC+17]. Identification
[ABSP+18, KP18, NLG16, ZLT15a].
Identify [SH15]. Identifying
[ERSK14, ZWZ+19]. iGRM [NGB18].
iHypR [AML13]. Image [BBV18].
images [YCYJ08]. Impact [GIS19].
Implicit [HDQ+18]. Improve [XL16].
Improved [BBK19, NGB18].

improvements [WAD12]. Improving
[CDST16, ML15, ZGC18, ZWH+16].
Incoherent [LY12]. Incomplete [LCN14].
Leakage [KRPS12]. Learning
[AHGA14, AT17, BFRL13, CNY+16, CLY12, CCLZ18, CLG+19, CFD10, DKL18, DPDG18, GZXF16, GCL+19b, HHZ+18, HZW+15, HLZH18, HF12, IHS07, JDE+12, KRBK19, LL19, LWZ14, LSZ+19, LTH+13, SJR08, WC12, WSZZ14, WY15, WLC+17, WCL19, WYX+16, XKH+16, XL16, YTL18, ZY14, ZFC18, ZCQ19, DG10, JTYY10, YLKL3, ZY13, ZFY14].

Learning-Based [WSZZ14]. Length
[MV14, QC+19, SLW+18]. Less
[RA16, SG12]. Level [JDE+12]. Leveraging
[GCL+19b, LCF19, MA16, YTW+16].

Lifecycle [CYOL16]. Lifetime [LYL+20].

Location-Based [CLY12, LSF18]. Low-Rank
[Cly12, LSF18]. MapReduce
[GCL+19b, ZCL19]. MapReduce
[ADK+16]. Margin [GZXF16, TVK10].

Marginal [CWF+13]. Marketing [XL16].

Markov [KSV+16]. Massive-Graph
[KSV+16]. Matching [AOEM17, BIPR13, CWF+13, CGL18, MAHT18, WSC+17].

Mathematical [XL15]. Matrices [GJ16].

Matrix [CZH18, DKA11, HNHD14, LCF19, MV14, PKH+17, WN15]. Max [GZXF16].

Maximal [TVK10]. Maximally [GCL+19].

Maximization [HK18, LIW18, ZL10].

Maximum [WSZ12, WSM+18].

McNemar’s [MAHT18]. MDL4BMF
[MV14]. Mean [LHZG13]. Means [MM12].

Measure [ABS19, AF16, Ang20, CG15, DSL+14, ZHS+19]. Measures
[LC15, DD09]. Measuring [KNV07, WC15].

Mechanism [CC19]. Med [JXGZ19].

Media [BMTT18, CYT19].

Memories [MV14].

Memory [DAR09]. Meets [CCLZ18].

Membership [CO18]. Memo [CZH18].

Memo-Free [CZH18].

Memory [DERU17, LJK18, RKC19, YHCL12].

Memory-Efficient [LJK18]. Message
[BGSW13]. Message-Passing [BGSW13].

Meta [SNH+13, ZHS+19]. Meta-Path
[SNH+13]. Meta-Structure [ZHS+19].

Metagraph [LSS+11]. Method
[HLC19, WSZZ14, YLL19, DD09].

methodologies [CT14]. methodology
[SSK+10]. Methods [CSP15, DAR09].

Metrics [GJDX14, XKH+16]. Micro
[YWC+16]. Micro-Blog [YWC+16].

Microarray [LTN+08]. microarray-based
[LTN+08]. Microblog [GCL+19a, PZW+18].

Microblogging [YWC+15].

microeconomic [ZLT09]. miner [HDC07].

Minimization [TLL+19, WHG+18].

minimize [KSM09]. Minimum [MV14].
Mining [AK15, BB17, CL18, CO18, GM18, GLFV+19, GZXF16, HH19, JH19, JP09, JCB+16, KTA+11, KR16, LYLW12, LML+16, MHKG19, PZW+18, PLL+10, QST18, RCM+13, Row16, SHF18, SAS16, SLTA11, TYG+15, WZL+16, WLC+17, WLT19, YZH+18, YDS+15, ZC0Y07, ZLT+15, ZWH+16, AF09, CX10, GMMT07, GG08, GMSS13, HAKU+08, JMR08, KRPS12, RPT10, THD+08, TVK10, ZCS10, ZLT09, MMYJM16]. misclassification [BG09]. Missing [BAMK18, ERSK14].


Popularity [GCL+19a]. Populations [WNC+18].
Publications [MNK18].
Portfolio [LHZG13]. Posts [NTNP18].
Potentially [Web10]. Practical [CCV19].
Precedence [GGLP15], precise [HDC07].
predict [LTH+13]. Predicting [BAMK18, ERSK14, VRM17, WIW+19, ZTL+15b].
Prediction [DKA11, GCL+19a, IKK19, LCL17, SHL19, SBZR19, WYG+17, WCL19, BG09, HNH+13, LSY+09].
Predictions [GSI19]. Predictive [AT17, TDLM19, SSK+10]. predictors [CRST09]. Presence [KHTR18, LNR08].
Preservation [VSV15], preserved [CC09]. preserving [MW08, VCKP08].
Price [XML18]. Principal [CLG+19].
Principal [WSZ12]. Principled [KSV+16].
Prior [JY19, LNR08]. Prioritized [LAN+18]. Privacy [LK15, LT10, MWF08, RTM18, VCKP08, WFW+11, MKGV07].
Privacy-preserving [MW08, VCKP08].
Processes [DMI12, LZD16, QXBT16, TC18, IHS07].
Processing [LK15]. Product [LCF+17, MNK18, XL15, XL16, ZWG+19, ZWH+16].
Products [Che18, ZGW+19]. Profiles [YCC+15]. Profiling [TYZZ10, XKH+16, TLZ+08]. Profit [LW18]. programs [GMS13].
ProgressER [AKM18]. Progression [LCG+18]. Progressive [AKM18, JH19].
Publishing [VSV15]. Punitive [RKC19].
Put [PPSBL16].
Quality [CTZ16, LQW+18, MDV11, WSDL19, XZSY19]. Quantifiers [ES15].
Query-Driven [AT17]. Querying [WY15].
Question [BWD10, ALB09].
Question-Answering [BWD10].
Rademacher [RU18]. Radii [KTA+11].
Random [LWZ14, PBMID14, MW08, WCI2, WAN12], randomization [GMMT07]. Randomized [FKKD17].
Rank [CLY12, DKSL18, HH19, LS18, TLL+19, WYX+16, ZGC18]. Ranking [BES15, CNZ+17, FXG+16, GDH14, JLL+13, AML13, JLL14]. Rapid [SYLC16].
Rare [KR16]. Rating [X15, YCC+15].
Ratings [FCWQ17]. Rationality [LQW15].
Reader [QCD+19, VAVF19].
Reader-Aware [QCD+19]. Real [AOEM17, FXG+16, WSDL19]. Real-Time [AOEM17, WSDL19].
Realistic [VFA+15, WNC+18]. reciprocity [LTH+13].
Recognition [HLC19, HZ+14].
Recomm [CCLZ18].
Recommendation [CKC+18, HZZ+15, HCC+18, LL19, LW+16, LF+17, LF19, ML15, WSZZ14, YCC+15, YTW+16, ZWH+16].
Recommendations [FCWQ17].
Recommender [Che18, CC19].
Recommending [LPK+15].
Reconstructing [EGT14]. Record [dVKKC11]. Recurrent [ZHS+19].
Recursive [GY15, THB18].
Redesc [GM18]. Reduction [GBT14, MDV11, PSF13, ZZ10].
Reframing [Pap15]. Reflect [BG09].
Reframing [HO14]. Region [BMTT18].
Region-of-Interest [BMTT18]. regions [CBLH12]. Regression
[HO14, KCL+20, OGAB14, SHL19, STD+18, YTH18, ZLZ+19]. Regularization
[CC19, GY15, YTH18, ZY14]. Regularized
[CGZW16, PKH+17, WCL19]. Reinforcement [LL19]. Relatedness
[ZGC18]. Relational
[AK15, AKM18, NGB18, BG07]. relations
[CBRB09, SMA+08]. Relationship
[LAN+18, MYB19, SBZR19, WSM+18, GEG+08, ZY13]. Relationships
[JSV+15, YTL18, ZY14]. Relative
[PFTR16]. Relevance [LGF10]. Relevant
[BGJV12]. Remote [XSY19].
Representation [Dor19, DPDG18, HLC19, SYD+16, WHG+18, WCL19, ZFWC18].
Representations [Che18]. Representative
[Wy15, MS09]. Reputation [XML18].
requirement [ZKCY07]. Resolution
[AKM18, BG07]. resolutions [WND+09].
Restricted [JSG+19]. results [GMMT07].
Retrieval [CKC+18, DKS18, MCS+18]. Retweet
[ZTL+15b]. Revealing [JSV+15].
Reversion [LHZG13]. Review
[PGR18, QSS20, TDLM19]. Reviews
[ZWH+16]. RIC [BFPP07]. Ride
[WLW+19]. Right [DSL+14]. risk [LNR08].
Road [HXY+19]. Robust
[CGZW16, HNH14, IJJK19, LV18, PKH+17, TLL+19, ZLZ+19, ZHS+19, dVKCC11, BFPP07, GG08]. Robustness
[HK18]. RoI [BMTT18]. Role
[CO18, HZZ+15, WCL19, JJJL14].
Role-Based [HZZ+15, WCL19]. Rounding
[FFKD17]. Routine [QSST18]. Rules
[DGB16, RU14, WSC+17, Bal13]. Rumor
[VMR17, YLW+19]. Rumors [VMR17].
Sample [LWZ14]. Sampled [HXY+19].
Samples [Wy15]. Sampling
[ANK14, BIPR13, CWF+13, LJK18, MM12, QXBT16, RU14, ZZY16, CCC09]. satisfaction [ALB09]. Satisfactions
[LWW18]. Scalable [BHW+17, JLL14, SYD+16, WSZ+16, YWDP16, Kor10]. Scale
[AOEM17, BHW+17, CZH18, CKC+18, DKL18, GY15, HLZ18, KRKB19, LGF10, SHL19, SJS18, SLTA11, WN15, WHMY17, XWX19, BBG10, GMSS13]. Scaling
[MSC+19, TAJY17, VAFZ19, WWW+16, WSZ+16, FSK09]. Searching [CRST09]. seeker [ALB09]. Selecting [DSL+14]. Selection [JV20, JYD19, JLL14].
Session-Based [KN18]. Shared [JTYY10]. Shop-Type
[WNC⁺18]. System [CNZ⁺17, CKC⁺18, JDE⁺12, TYG⁺15, WSDL19]. Systematic [PGR⁺18]. Systems [Che18, CC19, MAHT18, PSP⁺18, XML18].

Tag [YWR⁺19]. Tail [HCC⁺18]. target [ZP⁺09]. Targeting [CPC⁺10]. Task [MAHT18, SYLC16, ZY14, ZYH19]. Tasks [BGJV12, CLY12]. Taxonomy [GCL⁺19a, TLZ⁺08]. team [VALF⁺12]. Technologies [QS⁺20]. Temporal [CYOL16, CNZ⁺17, CYT⁺17, DKA11, LSZ⁺19, QST⁺18, TC18, WC15, ZH16].


Traffic [JDE⁺12]. Trajectories [LQW15, RTM18, TYG⁺15]. Trajectory [HXY⁺19]. Transfer [AHGA14, BGJVL2, WHN15, ZFY⁺14].


Translations [DA⁺19]. Transmission [GSI⁺19]. Traversal [TA⁺17]. Treatment [KCL⁺20]. Tree [THD⁺08, VdA10]. Trees [MR⁺11, HAKU⁺08, LCZ⁺07, VCKP⁺08].

Trends [KPR⁺18]. Triadic [HDT⁺18, LTH⁺13]. Triangle [CC12, JSP⁺15, PPDSBL16, BBC⁺10].

Triangle-Driven [PPDSBL16]. Triangles [AKM20, DERU17, LJK18]. TRIEST [DERU17]. Trifactorization [WNH15].

Trillion [PSP⁺18]. Trillions [RKC⁺13].

Trust [HZZ⁺15, HNH⁺13]. Twain [HDC⁺07].

Twitter [BPW⁺18, CFP⁺19, MCS⁺18, VMR17]. Two [Dor19, SG12, HDC⁺07]. Two-end [HDC⁺07].

Type [YT⁺16].

Ubiquitous [XZSY⁺19]. Ultra [WHMY⁺17].


Untrustworthy [TYG⁺15]. Unweighted [BBC⁺19]. Urban [WSDL19, XYSY⁺19].

Usage [SDS⁺18]. Use [SH15]. Used [WFW⁺11].

User [Che18, GBTL14, KHR⁺18, LL19, LWG⁺16, MYB19, NTNP⁺18, RTM18, Row16, SNH⁺13, TYZZ⁺10, WCL19, YCC⁺15, ZTL15a, ZFY⁺14].

User-Centric [RTM⁺18]. User-Guided [SNH⁺13]. User-Specific [LL19].

Users [BGWSB19, HCC⁺14, LPK⁺15, LT10, ML15].

Using [AOEM17, CTT16, DKA11, HZZ⁺15, JSP⁺15, KP18, MHS20, RKR18, STD⁺18, SAS⁺16, THB18, WHN15, WYG⁺17].
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